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1. General comments
1.1 Although the terms “transparency” and “accountability” are included in the law, there
are no procedures to insure transparency or accountability. There should be
independent, outside or independent observers who monitor the procurement process,
and clear procedures to ensure transparency and accountability.
1.2 Numerous categories of contracts are excluded from the provisions of the draft law.
These include procurements selling, leasing and transferring of state properties.
1.3 The law should establish competitive bidding as the preferred method of procurement.
Similarly, the law should clearly define “conditions for use” of procurement methods
other than competitive bidding. In addition, the law should clearly define criteria for
deciding whether domestic or international bidding should be used, and include
procedures for “competitive negotiation.” [Articles 12-14]
1.4 The MEF is given relatively much power. Many of the functions given to MEF
should be given to independent bodies.
1.5 There should be clear criteria to be used for deciding whether to blacklist a bidder and
how long bidders will be blacklisted. There should be clear procedures by which a
blacklisted bidder can appeal its blacklisting.
1.6 The early release of bidding documents should be prohibited, and all bidders should
have the same access to information. Similarly, bid opening procedures should be
strengthened. [Articles 40, 45]
1.7 Provisions regarding performance security should be modified so that security is not
required in all contracts. [Article 49]
1.8 Requirement that all subcontractors be approved should be relaxed. [Article 64]
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2. Table of Specific Comments
Chapter/Article

Comments on Article

Chapter 1:
Article 3: The following are excluded from the law, but should not be:
i. Any procurement that “…obtain[s] approvals from the Council of
Ministers or Prime Minister.”
ii. Selling, leasing, transferring, and other arrangements on state properties
and the granting of concessions by the Government that shall comply with
specific Laws and regulations.
Chapter 2:
Article 5: Several problems:
• MEF should not have “authority and responsibility over the
development of public procurement policy” – that belongs to the
National Assembly.
• Separate, independent bodies, not MEF, should have the power to:
o Revoke the rights of decision-making of Procuring Entities
o Address procurement disputes and complaints
o Register and classify bidders into different levels (Article
28), and blacklist bidders (Article 31)
o Conduct audits over public procurements.
• If MEF has such powers, they must be limited. For example:
o Circumstances under which MEF can “provide or revoke
the rights of decision-making of Procuring Entities” should
be specified.
Chapter 3:
Article 10: Members of Procurement Committee should be clearly specified – they
should not be anyone the Head of the Procuring Entity selects.
Apart from officials and technical experts the committee must include
civil society/consumer representation.
Chapter 4:
Articles 11-14 The "conditions for use" of specific procurement methods are very poorly
and 18-26: defined
Article 11: The term “special circumstances” needs to be defined.
“The conditions, the threshold (limitation of budget), and the procedures
to implement each method” are important enough to be in the law, not the
IRRPP.
Article 12: The underlined language should be added:
Public Competitive Bidding is the method for selecting suppliers,
contractors or service providers and open to domestic and international
bidders. This method is highly transparent and is preferred for all public
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procurements. Public Competitive Bidding is to be used unless (i) there is
only one source capable of performing the work or (2) there is an
emergency that urgently requires the award of a contract. This method
consists of:
a- International Competitive Bidding. This method is used for
procurement project with large value and highly technical and
there is insufficient domestic bidders.
b- Domestic Competitive Bidding. This method is used in cases
where there are sufficient domestic products, production or
construction.
Conditions for when to use international or domestic bidding are not well
defined.
Article 14: The law should state that competitive bidding is the preferred method and
provide strict limitations on when non-competitive bidding may be used.
The underlined language should be added:
Non Competitive bidding Method is used for selecting suppliers,
contractors, or service providers without competitive bidding. This
method can be used only if competitive bidding is not possible and there
is a prior approval from the Ministry of Economy and Finance.
Procurements for “the purpose of research, experimentation, or
development” should have competitive bidding.
The number of times that a “Repeat Order” can be used with one
contractor (or one contract) should be limited.
Provisions for “competitive negotiation” should be added.
Chapter 5:
Article 25: Cost should be added as a factor on which the selection of consultants will
be made.
Chapter 6:
Article 28: Should specify that registration is free of charge and that a bidder may not
be denied registration.
Should include that bidders will be informed of their classification, and
include a process by which bidders can appeal their classification.
Article 31: A separate, independent entity should have these responsibilities.
The law needs to include the procedures for blacklisting a bidder and the
criteria that will be used to decide whether a bidder will be blacklisted.
The maximum time period for blacklisting and the criteria that will be
used when deciding whether a bidder should be taken off the blacklist
should be specified.
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Bidders should be given a clear right to appeal the blacklisting.
Chapter 7:
Article 32: The procurement plan with detail information should be a publicly
available document.
Chapter 8:
Article 39: The underlined language should be added, and the crossed-out language
should be deleted:
The procurement units of the Procuring Entities shall prepare notification
on bidding to be posted on the website and to be advertized to select
bidders. The notification shall consist of the key information as follows:
- Description of type and quantity of goods, works, or services to be
procured
- Address, e-mail, and faxes of Procurement Unit
- Method of procurement to be used, including the evaluation criteria
- Requirements of qualifications or pre-qualifications …
Article 40: Underlined language should be added:
… The standards of bidding documents are specified in the IRRPP.
Bidding documents are not to be released outside the Procuring Entities
until bidding notification.
Article 43: The underlined language should be added:
... by inviting all bidders who received bidding documents to participate.
Bidding documents may be amended but the time for receipt of bids shall
be extended for such reasonable time as necessary for all bidders to have
the opportunity to review the amendment and make any adjustments in
their bids. Bidding documents may not be amended after bid submission.
Article 45: The underlined language should be added:
All bids shall be opened in public immediately after the deadline for
receipt. No bid shall be opened before the deadline, and any bid received
after the deadline for receipt shall be rejected and returned to the bidder
unopened. The important details of each bid shall be announced in front
of the participants who attend bid opening and be recorded in the minutes
of bid opening, then make copies to all bidders and participants….
Article 46: The underlined language should be added:
… The Evaluation Procedures are specified in IRRPP. The Procurement
Committee shall make a written record of its evaluation of all bids and the
reasons for its selection of the winning bidder.
Bid-opening procedures are not well defined.
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Article 48: The underlined language should be added:
After the bidding evaluation completed, The Procuring Entity shall
immediately and publicly announce bidding result to the successful bidder
and all the failed bidders and announce the information on contract award.
For the procurement activities which require a review by Ministry of
Economy and Finance, the notification of the awarding contract decision
shall be done after obtaining an approval from Ministry of Economy and
Finance. The Procurement Entity shall provide to the failed bidders an
explanation of why the successful bidder was selected.
Article 49:

Seems to assume that performance security will be required in all
procurements. That is not the norm as international good practice, as
costs of replacement are not high in some markets, and requiring
performance security in all procurements can work as a serious barrier to
market entry.

Chapter 12:
Article 77: Should clarify that both the contracting firm and the responsible
individuals will be blacklisted, Otherwise, the wrongdoer will just set up
another company if his firm is blacklisted.
Other
• There should be a standardized procurement process and standardized
forms.
• There should be training for Procurement Committee members
• Offenses, penalties and liabilities should be detailed
• A diversified Oversight Committee should be created to oversee
implementation of the law
• There should be requirement that rules and regulations are formulated
quickly following suggestion made above.
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